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Abstract 
Knowledge about loads occurring in the structure during aircraft operation is vital from the 

point of view of the damage tolerance approach to aircraft design. In the best-life scenario, such 
information could be available from a network of sensors, e.g. strain gauges, installed in the 
aircraft structure to measure local stresses. However, operational loads monitoring (OLM) 
systems are still not widely applied. Instead, what is available is a set of flight parameters, which 
by the laws of inertia and aerodynamics help determine the dominant part of loads acting on a 
given element. This  paper discusses the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) as a method for 
selecting the flight parameters used to predict aircraft loads. CCA allows for the identification of 
both different modes of stress distribution as well as flight parameters which are best suited for 
their prediction. The paper presents the application of this method to identify loads acting on the 
vertical stabilizer of an aircraft. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

It’s been over 40 years since the damage tolerance philosophy was introduced into the aircraft 
design process [1]. Of vital importance from the point of view of maintaining structural integrity 
of an aircraft is the ability to control the assumed spectrum of loads in the structure. Loads 
distribution under the assumed profile of aircraft operation is a central point in the aircraft design 
process (Fig. 1). Loads in the structure determine intervals between subsequent non-destructive 
inspections (NDI) providing information about the condition of the aircraft structure. Because the 
way a particular aircraft is operated after its introduction into service does not necessarily fit its 
pre-assumed profile, the scheduled NDI timeline may be no longer appropriate. This used to 
contribute to flight accidents, such as the 1988 accident of Boeing 737 of the Aloha Airlines, 
which was subjected to the excessive number of cabin pressurizing cycles, accelerating the 
development of WFD (Widespread Fatigue Damage) [2].  
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THE METHODOLOGY OF THE APPROACH 
 

As mentioned, there is a need to monitor the actual loads spectrum of particular aircraft. In the 
modern approach, Operational Loads Monitoring (OLM) systems are designed to perform this task 
(Figure 2). Such systems are based on networks of sensors, e.g. strain gauges, Fiber Bragg 
Gratings – FBG (optical sensors), which allow for assessment of loads in given elements of the 
aircraft structure [3]. What is available for older constructions, or those for which OLM system 
installation is not economically efficient, is a set of flight parameters, which by the laws of inertia 
and aerodynamics should determine dominant part of loads, acting on every element of the aircraft 
structure. Thus, the stress at a given instant of time t  for a fixed point r  of a given element of the 
structure is a function of fight parameters 1 ,( (), )Np pt t… : 

 1ˆ ( , ) ( ( ), , ( ))Nt f p t p tσ = …r  (1) 

 

Figure 1. Initial aircraft design process [4] 
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Figure 2. Location of sensors used for the health and usage monitoring of Eurofighter aircraft [5] 

 
There are several issues related to loads monitoring via their functional dependence on flight 

parameters. Firstly, to properly assess the fatigue of an element, it is necessary to distinct different 
stress distributions, for which fatigue cycles should be counted. Sensors, e.g. strain gauges used 
for OLM purposes, respond simultaneously to a given type of loads. Thus, there is a need to 
determine how many distinct states of load (Fig. 3) are encountered during aircraft operation, and 
how often they occur, based on signals registered from the installed network of sensors. In 
addition, if monitoring is to be based on flight parameters, for each state of load one should select 
a subset of flight parameters that determine this state and the functional form between this subset 
and a given stress distribution. 
 

 
Figure 3. Different modes of a beam deflection [6] 

 

For the two issues, i.e. determination of loads states and set of flight parameters best suited for 
their prediction, Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [7] can be used. Given two sets of 
variables, i.e. response variables, e.g. measured stresses {σ1,..., σM} 1 , },{ Mσ σ…  and predictor 
variables, e.g. flight parameters {p1,...,pN}, one has to find the uncorrelated linear combinations of 
{σ1,..., σM}, {p1,...,pN}, such that the correlation between them is subsequently maximized, i.e. 1

cσ , 

1
cp . The first two canonical combinations 1

cσ , 1
cp  satisfy: 
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whereas the next two combinations need to be uncorrelated with the first pair: 
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and analogously for every subsequent pair of canonical combinations. Thus, CCA is an equally 
suitable method of determining different stress distributions as the Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) is [7]. However, it has the advantage of allowing for the preliminary selection of the flight 
parameters appropriate for prediction of different states of load of the structure. 
 
DETERMINING LOADS OF THE VERTICAL STABILIZER OF THE MIG-29 
 

The CCA method was used to determine the stress distribution in MiG-29’s vertical stabilizer. 
The aircraft’s structure is presented in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. A scheme of MiG-29 aircraft 

 
The stress distribution is the sum of two components: ˆinertσ  coming from inertial forces and ˆaeroσ  
resulting from aerodynamic forces: 

 ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ,( )inert aerot t tσ σ σ= +r r r . (4) 

For the vertical stabilizer, the second component was considered as the main contributor to stress 
distribution. The following flight parameters were initially considered for the modeling of ˆaeroσ : 

• V  - the velocity of aircraft relative to the atmosphere; 
• H  - the altitude of aircraft; 
• α  - the attack angle; 
• β  - the sideslip angle; 
• γ  - the roll speed; 
• δ  - the rudder inclination. 
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The function relating the flight parameters and stress was assumed to be of the following form: 

2
4.2560 (1 ) ( ) , ) , , )( , ( , ,( , ))(

2 44300
rz

nozzle rz slip rz roll rz rudder rz
V H V VV Vρσ σ α σ β α σ γ α σ δ α= − + + +    , (5) 

where 0ρ  is the air density at the ground level according to the International Standard Atmosphere 
(ISA) model, nozzleσ , slipσ , rollσ , rudderσ  are dimensionless functions describing the contribution to 
stress distribution due to: 

• the Venturi effect, i.e. MiG-29 aircraft has two vertical stabilizers (Fig. 4) which can be 
considered as a nozzle; 

• the sideslip angle; 
• the rate of rotation; 
• the position of the rudder. 

Thus the first factor in the Eq. 5 describes the aerodynamic pressure at the altitude H , and 
functions nozzleσ , slipσ , rollσ , rudderσ  should give the stress distribution for different maneuvers of 
the aircraft. As the exact form of nozzleσ , slipσ , rollσ , rudderσ  functions was not known, for CCA 
application the second order Taylor expansion was used, e.g: 

 2 2
nozzle V VV Vc V c cV c c Vα αα ασ α α α+= + + + , (6) 

with unknown constants cV, cVV, cα, cαα, cVα, etc. All the variables resulting from that expansion, 
e.g. V, V2, α, α2, were considered as independent input variables to the CCA model, i.e. a new set 
of flight parameters was considered. 

The CCA model was applied based on the data obtained during the flight test campaign of two 
MiG-29 aircraft. Thus, in total, there were 4 independent installations of the OLM systems: 

• OLM1 – mounted on the left stabilizer of the first aircraft; 
• OLM2 – mounted on the right stabilizer of the first aircraft; 
• OLM3 – mounted on the left stabilizer of the second aircraft; 
• OLM4 – mounted on the right stabilizer of the second aircraft. 

The CCA model was trained using only the data obtained by the OLM1 installation and tested 
on the rest strain gauges corresponding to OLM2, OLM3 and OLM4.  

A single mode of stress distribution was noticed as a result of CCA. The first canonical flight 
parameter 1

cp  was in good correspondence with the data obtained for about 70% of strain gauges 
of OLM2, OLM3, OLM4 – those showing the highest amplitude of the records. The remaining 
strain gauges exhibited small variations during flights and were too noised to be useful. Examples 
of the correspondence between the normalized canonical parameter and normalized records of  
a strain gauge obtained during steady and high maneuver flights are presented in Figure 5. The 
leading contribution to the canonical parameter was due to nozzleσ  contribution. 
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Figure 5. Examples of record of strain gauge (black) and canonical flight parameter (green) for:  

(a) steady and (b) high maneuver flights 
 
SUMMARY 
 

The paper presented Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) as a method of selecting flight 
parameters well suited to predict loads of the aircraft structure. CCA allows both for the 
identification of different modes of stress distribution as well as for the identification of flight 
parameters which are the best suited for their prediction. The preliminary results of the application 
of this method in order to identify loads acting on the vertical stabilizer of MiG-29 aircraft were 
also presented. 
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